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A B S T R A C T

Currently, studies on constructing integrated modeling solutions in a web-based environment primarily focus on
the chaining of different model-services, while the flow of exploring solutions for complex geo-problems –
geographically distributed issues – has been less studied. To address this gap, a teamwork-oriented integrated
modeling approach to supporting geo-problem solving based on the collaborative work of different modelers is
proposed in this article, with a workflow from conceptual, logical, and finally, computational modeling. In this
approach, conceptual, logical and computational models are discussed and constructed using a graph-based
method, a flowchart-based method and a service-configuration-based method, respectively. By building the
corresponding repositories for managing and comparing different versions of conceptual-logical-computational
models, dispersed modelers can propose their own ideas and explore appropriate solutions based on existing
modeling resources. A prototype modeling system was established, and two experimental modeling cases were
conducted to verify the feasibility and capability of the proposed approach.

1. Introduction

The earth's environmental system is a complex mix of natural and
synthetic systems that includes massive and dynamic chemical, biolo-
gical, and physical processes as well as complicated human activities
(Gould et al., 2008; Walker and Chapra, 2014; Kay et al., 2015; Tao
et al., 2019). Due to this complexity, various geo-problems – defined as
problems that occur in geographic world – need to be explored, for
example, environmental issues such as global warming, air pollution,
and desertification (Bopp et al., 2005; Kiesewetter et al., 2015; Xu et al.,
2016); decision-making and planning issues such as shortest path
finding, shopping center site selection, and urban expansion planning
(Önüt et al., 2010; Shahzada and Askar, 2011; Arsanjani et al., 2013);
and human activity issues such as traffic congestion, information pro-
pagation via social media, and indoor evacuation (Sheu et al., 2004; He
et al., 2015; Tang et al., 2016). Targeting the solution of different geo-
problems, a range of geo-analysis models have been studied and de-
veloped in different domains (Al-Sabhan et al., 2003; Selvam et al.,
2014; Yanosky et al., 2014; Basra et al., 2017; Shahparakia et al.,
2017). A geo-analysis model is the result of geographic modeling and

can be employed to analyze geo-problems (Chen et al., 2018; Zhang
et al. 2019). Normally, solving a complex geo-problem requires inter-
disciplinary knowledge, but a single model generally focuses on certain
research areas and has limited functionalities. Thus, integrated mod-
eling is increasingly accepted as an effective method to help simulate
and analyze the environment as a more holistic and comprehensive
system (Carmona et al., 2013; Hurrell et al., 2013; Voinov and Shugart,
2013; Voinov et al., 2018).

Considerable progress has been made in integrated environmental
modeling (IEM) (Laniak et al., 2013). In addition to studies on in-
tegrating specific individual models to achieve domain-related mod-
eling targets (Chen et al., 2011; Carmona et al., 2013; Foster et al.,
2016; Harjeet Kaur et al., 2019), the development of integrated mod-
eling frameworks (IMFs) has gained widespread acceptance; examples
include the Earth System Modeling Framework (ESMF), the Object
Modeling System (OMS), and the Open Modeling Interface (OpenMI)
(Hill et al., 2004; Collins et al., 2005; Moore and Tindall, 2005;
Fotopoulos et al., 2010; David et al., 2013; Formetta et al., 2016). In an
IMF, which can be used to organize and couple multidisciplinary
models, the involved models are normally wrapped according to the
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framework-related programming specifications. In this context, a model
can be regarded as a pluggable model component. Based on the stan-
dard invoking interface and data structure provided by the IMF, a
model component serves as a software “module”, and a modeling so-
lution—a solution for solving certain geo-problems by integrating dif-
ferent models and data—can be constructed by assembling different
“modules” (David et al., 2013; Whelan et al., 2014). However, the IMF
approach requires all involved model components to be organized in a
standalone framework, thus making it difficult for dispersed modelers
to work together and integrate different IMFs to solve complex geo-
problems. To address these limitations, the emergence and develop-
ment of service-oriented architecture (SOA) have promoted the sharing
and integration of different models as model-services in a distributed
web environment (Nativi et al., 2013; Walker and Chapra, 2014). In
this article, a model-service represents a web-based model component
that can be invoked through message-based commands.

Many ideas and technical solutions regarding the web-based in-
tegration of models have been proposed, such as the “model web”
(Geller and Turner, 2007; Granell et al., 2013) and “model as a service
(MaaS)” (Li et al., 2017; Wen et al., 2013). In addition, a range of
methods for converting an original model to a model-service have been
studied, such as the web processing service (WPS)-based method pro-
posed by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) (Castronova et al.,
2013; Stasch et al., 2016), the basic model interface (BMI)-based
method (Goodall and Peckham, 2016; Jiang et al., 2017), and other
service-oriented model encapsulation methods (Yue et al., 2016; Zhang
et al. 2019). In the web environment, model-services are invoked
through web messaging commands, and the integration of different
models is achieved by orchestrating distributed model-services (Meng

et al., 2009; de Jesus et al., 2012; Giuliani et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2012;
Belete et al., 2017). With these services, a scientific workflow that re-
presents the logic and relations among different models can be con-
structed to help modelers solve complex geo-problems (Schaeffer, 2008;
Chen et al., 2010; Pratt et al., 2010).

However, despite the advantages of using model-services, current
research on integrating models in the web environment has mainly
focused on technical solutions for chaining different model-services.
The process of how to discover and collect appropriate existing models
and data to solve geo-problems received less attention. To solve a
complex geo-problem (which typically requires integrating knowledge
and resources from multiple disciplines), participating modelers must
generally communicate ideas with each other and discuss whether the
designed modeling solution is rational before linking detailed model-
services. If the integration logic cannot correctly represent the modeling
target or the scientific question, the designed integrated modeling so-
lution is not acceptable even if the corresponding model-services can be
chained together. Such a modeling process primarily depends on the
teamwork of dispersed modelers, and unambiguous communication is
important for designing and constructing an integrated modeling so-
lution.

In this article, a teamwork-oriented modeling approach is proposed
to support modelers in collaboratively exploring modeling solutions in
the web environment. This approach is built based on the Open
Geographic Modeling and Simulation (OpenGMS) platform (Wang
et al., 2018; Yue et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019), and the open-source
mxGraph project (https://github.com/jgraph/mxgraph) is employed to
help modelers design models through a graphic user interface (GUI).
Three basic modeling phases are considered when using the proposed
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Fig. 1. Basic concept of the proposed method.
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approach to design and construct an integrated modeling solution:

1. A conceptual modeling phase to discuss and build graph-based
conceptual models that represent modeling targets at the conceptual
level;

2. A logical modeling phase to discuss and build flowchart-based lo-
gical models that represent the organization and execution process
of the designed integrated modeling solution; and

3. A computational modeling phase to discuss and build service-con-
figuration-based models that contain detailed model-services and
data-services and that ultimately produce the modeling results.

Within these three phases, participating modelers in a team can
analyze a geo-problem from different perspectives and communicate
personal ideas via the graph and flowchart that are interactively con-
structed or modified. When all participating modelers agree with the
collaboratively constructed conceptual, logical and computational
models, the resulting modeling solution for the geo-problem could be
more reasonable and fit for purpose.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. The basic
concept of the proposed approach is introduced in Section 2. In Section
3, the detailed conceptual, logical, and computational modeling
method are explained. The discussion process associated with using the
proposed modeling approach is introduced in Section 4. Section 5
presents the designed prototype system and introduces experiments on
using the proposed methods to support solving geo-problems in the web
environment. Finally, the conclusion and discussion are presented in
Section 6.

2. Basic concept

In this paper, the process of exploring solutions for a complex geo-
problem is based on the collection of different modeling resources
(resources that are used for solving geo-problems). All required models,
data and computers for building a modeling solution are provided by
participating modelers. Determining how to discover suitable modeling
resources and integrate them to form a reasonable modeling solution
depends on the communication and discussion among the participating
modelers. A participating modeler can be a provider or user of model
resources, data, computational resources, or others seeking answers to
scientific or decision-making questions.

Due to the interdisciplinary characteristics embedded in a geo-
problem, participants with different disciplinary backgrounds need to
understand each other and offer their own domain-related ideas clearly
to make sure an integrated modeling solution is reasonable. Fig. 1 il-
lustrates the basic process of collaboratively building an integrated
modeling solution. To address a specific geo-problem, the research
scope must first be identified. After the research question is defined,
different participants (with related disciplinary backgrounds) are in-
vited to form a collaborative modeling team. According to the discus-
sion among the modeling team, the research scope can be refined, and
the collaborative modeling team can be modified once the research
scope and the modeling team are constructed,

(a) Related modeling resources (e.g., models, data, computers, etc.)
need to be collected to support the integrated modeling work.
Throughout the entire modeling process, different modeling re-
sources can be collaboratively added to the modeling solution by
participating modelers.

(b) The modeling team analyzes the scientific question by constructing
different conceptual models, and the designed conceptual models
will likely be discussed and modified by all participants.

(c) Based on the constructed conceptual models, the modeling team
can design the corresponding integrated logic (with the support of
previously collected modeling resources) according to the

discussion results among different modelers. If the designed solu-
tion is found to have errors, modifications may be needed to revise
the previously constructed conceptual models, and the integrated
model can also be refined.

(d) By configuring related models/data with appropriate computers,
the designed integrated modeling solution can be implemented and
executed, and if errors or abnormal situations occur in the execu-
tion process, the previously designed conceptual model and in-
tegrated logic require corresponding refinements.

(e) Finally, if the integrated model is executed successfully, the mod-
eling team can analyze the results to evaluate whether the proposed
question has been solved; the modeling process can be re-under-
taken to achieve more reasonable modeling results.

The flow of conceptual modeling, logical modeling and computa-
tional modeling is designed to help modelers communicate and discuss
ideas in the process of exploring modeling solutions. An appropriate
modeling solution can be arrived at through the discussions that arise
within each of the three phases.

(1) When attempting to employ different models and data to solve a
certain complex geo-problem, the conceptual principle(s) behind
the integration must be confirmed as reasonable. For instance, a
runoff model that is designed for wet areas should not be employed
in the modeling of arid areas. To support modelers with different
disciplinary backgrounds and enable modelers to understand each
other, a graph-based conceptual modeling method is designed (in
Section 3.1). By attaching corresponding conceptual information to
a graph, modelers can collaboratively modify and improve the
conceptual model to make sure the integrated modeling solution is
conceptually rational.

(2) With a logical model, the execution process of an integrated mod-
eling solution can be described as a formalized workflow. The ex-
ecution process must be shown to be logically rational before
chaining detailed models and data to execute the modeling solu-
tion. For instance, if a model's output data are another model's input
data, such data must have the appropriate data format, spatial re-
solution, spatial extent, etc. To support modelers in discussing the
execution process of a modeling solution, a flowchart-based logical
modeling method is designed (in Section 3.2). In the flowchart of a
logical model, the relationships among different models and data
can be formulated and represented in a structured manner.

(3) To drive the integrated modeling solution to execution, the detailed
models and data involved (published in different computers in the
web environment as model and data services, respectively) should
be able to interoperate with each other. In the web environment,
such interoperability requires the integration of different services.
To support modelers' discussions and to confirm a modeling solu-
tion is rational, a service-configuration-based computational mod-
eling method is designed (in Section 3.3) with which the involved
model-services can be configured to be executable and the involved
data-services can be configured to be accessible.

In the proposed method, an Object Oriented Analysis and Design
(OOAD) approach is employed, which has been used in other IMF
projects (Van Ittersum et al., 2008; Knapen et al., 2013; Whelan et al.,
2014); this article proposes using the OOAD strategy to help partici-
pants discuss geo-problems structurally and collaboratively working
together in the web environment. These three types of models are not
automatically binded together; different participants can contribute
their ideas in each modeling phase. Models constructed by one parti-
cipating modeler can be modified by other modelers, resulting in dif-
ferent versions of models. Discussions that arise through this process
rational modeling solutions for solving certain geo-problems can be
built.
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3. Detailed process of teamwork-oriented modeling

The method proposed in this article mainly focuses on providing a
structured and understandable approach for modelers to collaboratively
exchange ideas throughout the modeling process. In the web environ-
ment, the communication among dispersed modelers is based on two
basic types of eXtensible Markup Language (XML) documents: (1) a
graph document which is collaboratively generated via the mxGraph-
based modeling GUI, and (2) a model document which is collabora-
tively generated with the following conceptual, logical and computa-
tional modeling methods.

3.1. Graph-based conceptual modeling method

The conceptual modeling method is designed to help modelers
discuss the conceptual idea of a modeling solution. To help partici-
pating modelers express conceptual ideas clearly, information of a
conceptual model is presented through a graph. With the layout of
different graphics (e.g., images, text, arrow-lines, etc.), a conceptual
model can be represented visually. Compared with plain text, using
graphics to present a conceptual model can improve the ability of
modelers with diverse cultural and disciplinary backgrounds to un-
derstand each other.

Fig. 2 provides an example of a conceptual model used to represent
the precipitation process in the Soil and Water Assessment Tool model
(SWAT, https://swat.tamu.edu). Based on the graphics (left part of
Fig. 2), the precipitation process can be introduced to participants who
have little knowledge about watershed modeling. In addition, different
conceptual items (right part of Fig. 2) are embedded in the graph. A
conceptual modeling scene is constructed based on these conceptual
items and graphics. In addition, there are three basic types of con-
ceptual items: element, system, and relation.

(1) Element describes an “object” involved in the modeling process.
According to different perspectives of a conceptual model, the “object”
can be used to represent a phenomenon that exists in the real world
(e.g., rainfall, wind), an abstraction of a geographic object (e.g., cloud,
forest, ocean), or a generalization of geographic information processing
approaches (e.g., data assimilation, sampling). In Fig. 2, Precipitation,
Evaporation, Surface runoff, Lateral flow, and Base flow are Elements
contained in the sample conceptual scene.

(2) System describes a collection of items that can be regarded as a
whole. A system is mainly used by conceptual model designers to
present information about a modeling scene more clearly. A system
has its own functionalities, which are contributed by all the in-
volved elements and relations. As shown in Fig. 2, there are four
systems: the Root Layer system, the Unsaturated Layer system, the
Shallow Aquifer system and the Deep Aquifer system. Each system
contains its related elements and relations. For example, the element
Surface runoff belongs to the Root Layer system. A system can also
be composed of different subsystems, and a subsystem is also a system
such that systems form a hierarchical structure.

(3) Relation describes the interactive relationship among different ele-
ments and systems in a modeling scene. The relationship can be
system-system, element-element, or system-element. In Fig. 2, Infiltra-
tion is used to explain the relation between the Root Layer system
and the Unsaturated Layer system, Percolation and Capillary rise
are used to explain the relation between the Unsaturated Layer
system and the Shallow Aquifer system, and another Percolation is
used to explain the relation between the Shallow Aquifer system
and the Deep Aquifer system.

A conceptual model is formed based on the organization of element-
system-relation, and the explanatory content is expressed based on
various concept items which are attached on elements, systems and re-
lations. And a conceptual document is automatically constructed
through the interactive operation of graphics. In a conceptual docu-
ment, all of the involved elements, systems and relations are presented as
an individual XML node. Each element, system and relation node owns a
“graph” attribute to link with a graphic in the graph document. Base on
the refinement and modification of the graph, the conceptual document

Fig. 2. Graph of a conceptual model and the related concept item.

Fig. 3. Shapes of flowchart items in a logical model.
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can be updated asynchronously and ideas from different modelers can
be collaboratively integrated.

3.2. Flowchart-based method for logical model building

Based on the constructed conceptual model, the basic solution to
geo-problems can be formulated. In the logical modeling phase, parti-
cipants need to determine which models and data are used to build the
modeling solution, and the execution process of integrated models
should also be discussed to ensure rationality. The flowchart-based lo-
gical modeling method employs the workflow idea to express logical
models. The execution process is collaboratively constructed by dif-
ferent participants, and each participant can interactively edit the ex-
ecution process by modifying the visual flowchart. As shown in Fig. 3, a
flowchart contains a shape indicating the start of the execution process
and a shape indicating the end of the execution process. In addition,
there are five basic types of flowchart items for the construction of a

Fig. 4. Different views for a sample logical model.

Fig. 5. Basic structure of the design of a computational model.

Fig. 6. Version repository for managing and discussing modeling solutions.
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logical model:

(1) Model item: used to indicate a model and includes metadata on its
inputs and outputs.

(2) Data item: used to indicate data involved. A data item can be pro-
vided by modelers or can be generated by the computation of a
certain model and/or by the data-processing method.

(3) Condition item: used to indicate a judgment regarding the selection
of different models or data in the execution process. A condition
item must be linked with at least one data item, and multiple
branches can be derived from a condition item. For example, a
condition item can be used to describe the selection of different
models according to the given data.

(4) Operation item: used to indicate a data-processing method. An
operation item can be used to prepare data according to the de-
mands of a model and can also be used to process the output data of
a model according to the analysis requirements of modelers.

(5) Dependency item: used to indicate a relationship between two of
the previously defined four types of flowchart items. The arrow-line
points in a single direction, and the flowchart item on the end side
depends on the one on the start side.

A logical model can be constructed based on the combination of
different flowchart items. As shown in Fig. 4, the basic logic of a wa-
tershed delineation model (which can be integrated with the SWAT
model) is employed to explain the flowchart-based method. The Pi-
tRemove model is used to identify all pits in the digital elevation model
(DEM) and raises their elevation, and the WatershedDelineation model
(which depends on the calculation results of the PitRemove model) is
used to identify all the subbasins in the study area.

There are four views with which to present a logical model.

(1) The integration view depicts the main structure of the integrated
models (with model items and condition items); based on this view,
modelers can discuss the general integration logic among different
models. In Fig. 4, the PitRemove model and two Water-
shedDelineation models are linked together by a condition item to
determine whether a stream network exists.

(2) The model dependency view depicts the relationship of a model
item and different data items (both input and output data are in-
cluded); based on this view, modelers can discuss the logic for in-
tegrating a model with different required data. In Fig. 4, the Pi-
tRemove model depends on the OriginalGrid data and generates the
PitRemovedGrid data.

(3) The condition dependency view depicts the relationship of a con-
dition item and its related data items and model items; based on this
view, modelers can discuss the logic for selecting different models
based on a defined condition. In Fig. 4, the StreamNetExist condi-
tion item is used to present the selection of different Water-
shedDelineation models: if the stream network does not exist, then
the WatershedDelineation_GenerateStreamNet model is used;
otherwise, the WatershedDelineation_UsingExistedStreamNet
model is used.

(4) The data dependency view depicts the relationship of a data item
and its related operation item (an operation item can be linked to
different data items as input and output); based on this view,
modelers can discuss the logic for processing different data. In
Fig. 4, the data processing method Operation_ClipGrid is used to
clip PitRemovedGrid with MaskShape data and generate the Mas-
kedGrid data.

A logical document is organized based on the flowchart elements.
Participating modelers can exchange ideas through the collaboratively
modification of logical documents, which are automatically generated
with the mxGraph-based GUI, and appropriate logical models can be
interactively explored.

3.3. Service-configuration-based method for computational model building

In the computational modeling phase, detailed existing model-ser-
vices (for invoking models), data-services (for providing data) and op-
eration-services (for processing data) are configured to implement and
execute the logical model. As shown in Fig. 5, the service-configuration
task is collaboratively conducted based on the flowchart of a logical
model. Moreover, these services are designed to be accessed in a REST
(REpresentation State Transfer) manner. The information pertaining to
a model-service, data-service or operation-service must be organized
via the ServiceInstance object introduced in Fig. 5. A ServiceInstance
contains the following: a unique identification (the InstanceID attri-
bute), a human-readable name (the InstanceName attribute), a more
detailed description (the Description attribute), and RESTful web re-
quest information (the Request attribute, which links to a ServiceRe-
quest object). In the ServiceRequest object, the BaseUrl attribute in-
dicates the location of the service, and the ParameterList attribute
indicates the query parameters for invoking the service (with the Key
and the Value attributes defined according to the RESTful specification
in the RequestParameter object).

Through the interactive configuration of different model-services,
data-services and operation-services, a computational document can be
formed. The detailed information about how to invoke the involved
model-services, data-services and operation-services is recorded as XML
nodes in a computational document, and this document is auto-
matically generated and modified based on the operation in the mod-
eling GUI. With this service-configuration-based method, participating
modelers can share ideas and configure the computation model based
on the graph that is built in the logical modeling phase.

To execute a computational model, which can be seen as an as-
sembly of different services, a service-invoke engine is designed to load
a computational model and invoke the involved model-services, data-
services and operation-services according to the dependency informa-
tion configured by modelers. A model-service list is built in the engine,
and the list will be iterated as long as it is not empty. Whether a model-
service can be invoked is judged based on the preparation status of its
depended data-services and operation-services. If a model-service has
been invoked, it would be removed from the model-service list. Once
the model-service list become empty, the iterator will stop running and
the execution of the integrated model finishes. If participating modelers
are not satisfied with the results, modification can be made to the
conceptual, logical and computational models.

Fig. 7. The basic architecture of the prototype system.
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Fig. 8. Prototype implementation of the model building tools.
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Fig. 9. Example conceptual model for the NTD disease case.

Fig. 10. Example logical model for the NTD disease case.

Fig. 11. Example teamwork process for solving the NTD problem.
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4. Discussing modeling solutions based on the proposed method

To help dispersed modelers collaboratively discuss ideas, different
versions of the conceptual, logical and computational models are or-
ganized in their respective repositories. As shown in Fig. 6, participants
can design different versions of these three types of models and de-
termine which are the most suitable for the geo-problem at hand. In
addition, a solution repository is also offered for participants to com-
bine these different models together for use. Different modeling solu-
tions can also be discussed and compared by participants to seek better
solutions for solving the problems examined.

When a modeling solution is approved by all participating modelers,
the detailed execution work can be conducted; according to the ex-
ecution results, modelers can continually modify and refine the mod-
eling solution. In addition, participating modelers can discuss the ra-
tionality of these versions of models through web-communicating
approaches (e.g., email lists, blogs, message boards, etc.). Therefore,
teamwork among different modelers can be achieved by constructing
and discussing different versions of modeling solutions.

5. Experiments

To demonstrate the capability and feasibility of the proposed

modeling approach, a prototype system was developed, and two mod-
eling cases in the web environment were established.

5.1. Prototype system

Fig. 7 illustrates the basic architecture of the prototype modeling
system. In this system, a modeling group can be formed by the regis-
tration of geographically dispersed modelers through the web portal.
Within a modeling group, communication and discussion among dif-
ferent modelers occur inside the OpenGMS platform, through which the
participating modelers can exchange their ideas and opinions. A mod-
eling group features a manager who proposes the theme of a modeling
task. A participant in a modeling group can provide modeling resources,
and other participants can reuse these modeling resources throughout
the discussion process. Modeling resources in this prototype system are
divided into three categories:

(1) Conceptual modeling-related resources. Shared resources in this
category include icons (used for drawing graphics of a conceptual
model), and concepts (used for explaining the involved knowledge
in a conceptual model).

(2) Logical modeling-related resources. Model, data, and operation
items are the shared resources in this category. These are used to

Fig. 12. Snapshots of certain computation results for the NTD disease case.

Table 1
Models involved in the hydrological modeling case.

Model name Model description Related data

Terrain analysis models Terrain analysis models can be used to compute a range of different terrain characteristics and to
analyze hydrological information, such as flow path extraction, flow direction computation, and
watershed delineation. River basins of a watershed can be calculated using the integration of different
terrain analysis models. Detailed information about these models can be found on the homepage of the
TauDEM (http://hydrology.usu.edu/taudem/taudem5/documentation.html).

Digital elevation model (DEM) data, outlet
data, flow direction data, etc.

HRU generation model An HRU indicates an area with similar hydrological features, such as land use, soil, and slope. Based on
the calculation results pertaining to delineated watersheds (e.g., stream network data, watershed data,
and slope data) and other data (e.g., soil data, land use data, and weather station data), HRUs in a
watershed can be calculated using the HRU generation model.

Land use data, soil data, slope limitation data,
time step data, etc.

SWAT model The SWAT model is a river-basin-scale model that is widely used to relate management decisions to
corresponding impacts on surface water (https://swat.tamu.edu/). The HRU is the smallest spatial unit
of the SWAT model, and the HRU data are the main input data of this model.

HRU data, SWAT output data, etc.
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describe the models, the data, and the operational resources (such
as the data processing methods) involved in the modeling task.

(3) Computational modeling-related resources. The principal resource
in this category are the URLs of model-services which can be in-
volved remotely and serve as chainable modules in the integrated
model as well as the locations of data and data operation services.

Individual supporting resources are stored in a repository for that
particular class of resource item. In other words, model, data, and op-
eration items are kept in their respective repositories (as are other re-
levant resources) and can be imported from these stores for reuse at a
later date. These resource stores and their relationship to the modeling
process is depicted in Figure 7. In addition, three tools were designed to
help modelers construct conceptual, logical and computational models:
(1) the conceptual model builder, (2) the logical model builder, and (3)
the computational model builder.

In the conceptual model builder, as shown in Fig. 8(a), various icons
and other drawing shapes (text, arrow-lines, etc.) can be dragged and
dropped into the sketchpad, and the concept information can be linked
to corresponding drawing shapes. Based on the concept linking and the
layout of different drawing shapes, the system-element-relation structure
of a conceptual model can be formed.

In the logical model builder, as shown in Fig. 8(b), the predefined
drawing shapes (which represent a model item, a data item, a condition
item, an operation item, or a dependency item) can be dragged and
dropped into the sketchpad. Each drawing shape in the diagramming
sketchpad can be linked to corresponding model items, data items, and
operation items.

In the computational model builder, as shown in Fig. 8(c), a logical
model is imported to initialize the service-integrating structure of the
computational model. The involved model items can be configured with
model-services, the involved data items can be configured with data-
services or with the computing results of other model-services or op-
eration-services, and the involved operation items can be configured
with operation services. To drive the integrated modeling solution to
execution, a lightweight execution engine is developed based on the
design introduced in Section 3.3.

5.2. Modeling case 1

This modeling case concerns an environmental health issue. In the

geographic environment, the occurrence of human disease can be in-
fluenced by various factors, such as environmental attributes, man-
made pollution, and human activities. In this case, a demonstrative
application scene involves one researcher proposing an issue: in a cer-
tain study area, neural tube defects (NTDs) are reported frequently in
newborn children; and this researcher wants to know which factors are
responsible for the NTDs and what the importance of each factor is. This
modeling case and demonstrative data are mainly adapted from the
study by Wang et al. (2010).

First, this researcher (question raiser) tries to build a team with
other researchers to solve the proposed problem collaboratively. In this
team, researchers hail from various fields, such as disease control,
watershed modeling, and Geographic Information Systems (GIS).
Different researchers have different opinions and understandings about
the NTD problem. With the help of the conceptual modeling builder,
participants in this team can communicate ideas and try to reach an
agreement with each other for building a solution. In Fig. 9, a sample
conceptual model for detecting the relationship between a potential
factor and the NTD ratio is presented. The disease cases are distributed
in region A, and this region should be divided as a grid G (g1, g2, …,
gn). Assume the geographic attribute D is the factor that the researchers
attempt to associate with the disease, which is distributed in space as
D1, D2, and D3. The proposed approach at the conceptual level is to
overlay the disease ratio to D1, D2, and D3 and then use the GeoDe-
tector model (www.geodetector.cn) to identify the relationship (Wang
et al., 2016; Wang and Xu, 2017).

Then, based on the agreement to use the GeoDetector model to solve
this problem, the corresponding logical model is collaboratively con-
structed via using the logical model builder. In Fig. 10, an example
logical model is presented, which mainly includes four model items and
six data items. The model items are (1) risk detector analysis, (2) factor
detector analysis, (3) ecological detector analysis, and (4) interaction
detector analysis. The data items are (1) incidence rate of disease oc-
currence, (2) elevation, (3) soil type, (4) watershed, (5) vegetable
production, and (6) amount of fertilizer used. These model and data
items can be provided by different participants.

Finally, based on the logical model, a computational model can be
constructed by configuring corresponding services’ URLs to each model
item, data item and operation item involved. The XML document gen-
erated by the computational model builder representing the config-
uration is then parsed by the execution engine. In the execution engine,

Fig. 13. Example conceptual model of the hydrological modeling case.
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the configured data-services are invoked to obtain data content and
transfer them to the computers that publish model-services; then, the
model-services can be invoked to obtain results. A message indicating
that certain result data have been generated is sent to each participant,
and participants can download and analyze the result data.

Fig. 11 depicts an example teamwork process based on the proposed
method. Participant A, B and C work together to solve the NTD case.
Participant A proposed an idea and draft a logical model (include the
risk detector and factor detector analysis modules) using the logical
model builder. The updated flowchart is simultaneously displayed to

Fig. 14. Logical model constructed in the hydrological modeling case.

Fig. 15. Snapshots of certain computation results for the hydrological modeling case.
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participant B and C as the changes occure. Participant B modify the
logical model by adding the ecological and interaction detector analysis
modules. Participant C receive documents and try to understand the
logical model and provide some suggestions along with the design
process. Once the logical model is accepted by all participants, the team
can continue to design the computational model collaboratively.

Fig. 12 provides snapshots of the result data. Based on the factor
detector results presented in Fig. 12 (b), the watershed has the largest q
statistic value, which means rivers in the study area is the dominant
factor determining the spatial distribution of NTDs. Participants can
also discuss the results, and if the results are not suitable for solving the
proposed issue, modifications and improvements can be made to the
previous conceptual, logical and computational models.

5.3. Modeling case 2

A hydrology-related modeling case is examined to introduce the
designed methods and the prototype modeling system. In this modeling
case, terrain analysis models (for delineating watersheds), a hydro-
logical response unit (HRU)-generating model and the Soil and Water
Assessment Tool (SWAT) are integrated to calculate hydrological
characteristics of the study area. The basic integration process of this
modeling case uses terrain analysis models to delineate watersheds,
uses watershed delineation results to generate HRUs, and finally drives
the SWAT model to execution (see Table 1).

Fig. 13 presents part of the conceptual model constructed in this
modeling case. Each graphic links to a corresponding concept item, and
the conceptual model can be interactively constructed. With the help of
this conceptual model builder, participating modelers can share and
exchange ideas.

In the logical modeling phase, the integrated model is constructed
by two modelers in the team based on their disciplinary knowledge and
resources. The first modeler is in charge of the watershed delineation
model, and the second modeler is in charge of the HRU and SWAT
model. From the PitRemove model to the StreamNet model, related
terrain analysis models were integrated for the WatershedDelineation
model. As shown in Fig. 14(a), integration logic of the Water-
shedDelineation model is designed by the first modeler, and the cor-
responding logical document is send to the second modeler. Then, the
HRU and SWAT model are added into the logical model by the second
modeler. The detailed model-data dependency relations are designed
based on the previous logical model, as presented in Fig. 14(b). These
two participants can see the update process asynchronously via the web
transfer of logical document.

Based on the constructed logical model, detailed model-services,
data-services and operation-services are configured to form the corre-
sponding computational model. By loading the computational docu-
ment, the execution engine generates the model-service list. The ex-
ecution engine is implemented as an independent tool, which is not
tightly bound with the conceptual-logical-computational modeling
phases. Based on the execution results, Fig. 15 presents certain com-
putation results for this modeling case.

6. Conclusion and future work

This article describes a teamwork-oriented modeling approach. To
help dispersed modelers share knowledge and communicate ideas, the
proposed approach involves three modeling phases: a conceptual
modeling phase, a logical modeling phase, and a computational mod-
eling phase. In each phase, the corresponding modeling method is de-
signed. A graph-based method, a flowchart-based method and a service-
configuration-based method are employed to build conceptual models,
logical models and computational models, respectively. Based on the
established prototype modeling system, integrated modeling solutions
can be discussed and constructed. Through two experimental modeling
cases, the feasibility and capability of the proposed modeling approach

were verified.
However, due to the complexity and heterogeneity of conducting

environmental modeling work in different research areas, future work
on web-based environmental modeling is necessary, especially in the
following respects:

(1) Research into the real-time collaboration method for constructing
an integrated modeling solution in the web environment. In this
study, the discussion and communication among different modelers
are based on the version databases of models: a modeler acquires a
certain version of a model from the corresponding model database,
makes modifications to this model and posts a new version of the
model in the model database that can be modified by other parti-
cipating modelers. In cases in which modelers must communicate
modeling ideas in a timely manner (for example, emergency plan-
ning for certain ongoing accidents or disasters), the collaborative
process must be conducted in real time. Such a real-time colla-
borative modeling method must satisfy the demands of the real-
time communication of modelers and account for the real-time
configuration of different modeling resources (Lin et al., 2013a; Lin
et al., 2013b).

(2) A service recommendation method to help modelers explore ap-
propriate modeling resources to solve geo-problems in the web
environment. Along with the development of web-based modeling
studies, increasing numbers of model resources and data resources
have been published as reusable services. By building the con-
ceptual and logical models, the modeling resources required in an
integrated modeling task can be described. Based on the description
of these modeling resources, studies on the automatic re-
commendation of appropriate services can largely promote the ef-
fective construction of a computational model.

(3) Validation and comparison studies of the collaboratively con-
structed modeling solutions. To holistically and synthetically solve
geo-problems, the modeling process can be regarded as a process of
seeking better answers, in which different modeling solutions can
be collaboratively constructed. These modeling solutions must be
validated to confirm whether they represent the involved modeling
objects correctly. The comparison of different modeling solutions
can also help modelers discover limitations and explore better so-
lutions. Therefore, studies on the validation of an integrated mod-
eling solution and the comparison of different integrated modeling
solutions are necessary to help modelers conduct collaborative
modeling tasks.
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